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Temperament dimensions of shyness and inhibitory control relate to how a child presents themselves socially in uncertain situations. Although prior research has found evidence linking temperament and aggression, little attention has been given to temperament dimensions of shyness and inhibitory control and the subtypes of aggressive behaviors. This distinction could be crucial as some children may be more likely to use aggression to interact with others due to their shy nature or may act react aggressively in situations that are unfamiliar. The goal of this study was to understand how the temperament dimensions of shyness and inhibitory control and gender are associated with reactive and proactive aggression among 4-year-old children using parent-report measures. 124 parents of 4-year-old children (M=4.4 years, SD = 3.22 months; 53% female; 79.03% White) reported their child’s temperament using the Short Version of the Children’s Behavior Questionnaire Shyness and Inhibitory Control subscales (Rothbart, Ahadi, Hershey, & Fisher, 2001). Additionally, parents completed the Proactive Reactive Aggression Questionnaire (Dodge & Coie, 1987). Participants were recruited from area preschools and organizations serving children and families. Multiple ordinary least squares regression analyses were used for hypothesis testing. Model A tested whether inhibitory control, shyness, gender, and the interactions between gender and shyness and between gender and inhibitory control
predicted reactive aggression. Specifically, it was hypothesized that low inhibitory control, high
dshyness, and gender (boys) would demonstrate an increase in reactive aggression with the
interactions between gender and shyness and gender and inhibitory control being exploratory
with no formal predictions. Model B tested whether inhibitory control, shyness, gender, and the
interactions between gender and shyness and between gender and inhibitory control predicted
proactive aggression. No significant effects were expected for any of the variables or interactions
in Model B. As predicted, results indicated that low inhibitory control significantly predicted an
increase in reactive aggression, $\beta = -2.249$, $t(122) = -5.567$, $p < .001$, yet shyness did not
significantly predict an increase in reactive aggression, $\beta = .353$, $t (122) = .119$, $p = .315$, while
the overall model explained a significant amount of variance, $R^2 = .229$, $p < .001$. The multiple
regression model for reactive aggression explained a significant amount of variance, $R^2 = .310$, $p$
< .001. Furthermore, low inhibitory control significantly predicted an increase in proactive
aggression, $\beta = -.949$, $t(122) = -4.087$, $p < .001$, whereas shyness did not significantly predict an
increase in reactive aggression, $\beta = -.018$, $t (122) = -.011$, $p = .950$. These findings provide
important details about links between a child’s temperament and their displays of aggression.
KEYWORDS: shyness, inhibitory control, aggression, temperament, proactive aggression,
reactive aggression, gender
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

The idea of temperament was first postulated in Ancient Greece by Galen, a Greek philosopher and surgeon who developed four personality types—Choleric, Sanguine, Phlegmatic, Melancholic—expressed through various moods and behaviors (Howart, 1988). More recently in the 1950’s, interest in temperament as a psychological topic started to gain popularity as a possible link to understanding personality. Diamond (1957) released his animal-based research on personality and temperament, which identified four displays of temperament that both humans and social animals express: fearfulness, aggressiveness, affiliativeness, and impulsiveness. To date, temperament has been found to have some ties to aggression, yet little research has been identified how temperaments that are not classified as “difficult” relate to aggression (Goldsmith et al., 1987; Rothbart et al., 2000).

Literature Review on Temperament

Temperament is defined as “individual differences in reactivity and self-regulation” and first started to further develop the construct with the New York Longitudinal Study (Rothbart & Derryberry, 1981). Developmental Psychologists came together in 1963 with the goal of creating a human-based experiment to understand child personality by formulating key traits and a testable scale for later research (Thomas, Chess, & Birch, 1968; Thomas, Chess, Birch, Hertzig, & Korn; 1963). From this research, three types of temperament were found,—easy, difficult, and slow-to-warm-up— as well as nine classifying dimensions of temperament: activity level, rhythmicity, approach/withdrawal, adaptability, sensory threshold, quality of mood, intensity of mood expression, distractibility, and persistence/attention span (Thomas & Chess, 1986). According to this approach, individual temperament scores can be calculated as high or low ratings for each of the three main types of temperament and through high and low scores on each
of the nine sub-dimensions. For example, a child is labeled as having a difficult temperament if they display a negative mood, high withdrawal, low adaptability, high intensity, and low regularity (Thomas et al., 1963). However, Martin, Wiesenbaker, and Huttunen (1994) conducted a factor analyses on the nine dimensions and found substantial overlap among the dimensions, that has questioned the dimensions’ validity as separate variables. Their data suggests that two dimensions (i.e., threshold and biological rhythmicity) were less consistent than the more robust dimensions such as inhibitory control, negative emotionality, adaptability, activity level, and task persistence. Thus, a need for a more valid and reliable temperament measurement scale arose.

New studies and different interpretations emerged shortly after this ground-breaking work. For instance, Buss and Plowin (1975) identified emotionality, activity, sociability, and impulsivity as having a robust biological connection and that these factors are central as the foundation for identity formation. In addition, Mary Rothbart produced her own clinically verified view of temperament, focusing on individual differences in reactivity and self-regulation. Rothbart (2011) proposed three high-order aspects of temperament: Surgency, Negative Affectivity, and Effortful Control (see Figure 1). Rothbart’s theory of temperament was chosen as the basis for defining temperament in the proposed study because it aligns with the constructs being studied and it had demonstrated strong empirical measurement properties (Rothbart, Ellis, Rueda, & Posner, 2003). Specifically, Rothbart’s inhibitory control has been related to shy/withdrawn behavioral displays, and Effortful Control (the higher-order aspect of temperament inhibitory control falls under) has been related to aggression in prior studies (Putnam & Rothbart, 2006). The Child Behavior Questionnaire (CBQ) measures these aspects of
temperament and has demonstrated strong internal consistency (Rothbart, Ahadi, Hershey, & Fisher, 2001).

**Figure 1**

*Rothbart’s (1994) Theory of Temperament Model: Three Higher Order Aspects and 15 Sub-Levels*

### Rothbart Temperament

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surgency</th>
<th>Negative Affectivity</th>
<th>Effortful Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extraversion</strong></td>
<td><strong>Positive and Negative Emotions</strong></td>
<td><strong>Constraint</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach: Amount of excitement and positive anticipation for expected pleasurable activities.</td>
<td>Discomfort: Amount of negative affect related to sensory qualities of stimulation, including intensity, rate or complexity of light, movement, sound, and texture.</td>
<td>Attentional Focusing: Tendency to maintain attentional focus upon task-related channels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Intensity Pleasure: Amount of pleasure or enjoyment related to situations involving high stimulus intensity, rate, complexity, novelty, and incongruity.</td>
<td>Fear: Amount of negative affect, including sense, worry or nervousness related to anticipated pain or distress and/or potentially threatening situations.</td>
<td>Inhibitory Control: The capacity to plan and to suppress inappropriate approach responses under instructions or in novel or uncertain situations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity Level: Level of gross motor activity including rate and extent of locomotion.</td>
<td>Anger/Frustration: Amount of negative affect related to interruption of ongoing tasks or goal blocking.</td>
<td>Low Intensity Pleasure: Amount of pleasure or enjoyment related to situations involving low stimulus intensity, rate, complexity, novelty, and incongruity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shyness: Slow or inhibited approach in situations involving novelty or uncertainty.</td>
<td>Falling Reactivity &amp; Soothability: Rate of recovery from peak distress, excitement, or general arousal.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impulsivity: Speed of response initiation.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Surgency** is reflected in behaviors such as approach, high-intensity pleasure, activity level, amount of smiling and laughter, impulsivity and shyness. Surgency is predictive of aggression (Rothbart, Ahadi, & Hershey, 1994). **Negative Affectivity** was demonstrated as expressed and felt distress and behavioral and attentional aversion and has been associated with six behaviors: discomfort, fear, anger/frustration, sadness, falling reactivity, and soothability (Goldsmith et al., 1987). The third factor, **Effortful Control**, predicts low levels of aggression, and is defined by interactions of inhibitory control, attentional focusing, low intensity pleasure, and perceptual sensitivity demonstrated in Figure 1 above (Goldsmith et al., 1987; Rothbart et al., 1994; Rothbart, 2007; Rothbart, Ahadi, Evans. 2000; Sanson & Rothbart, 1995). Additionally, Effortful Control develops around the second or third year of a child’s life with people high in
Effortful Control being able to regulate their behaviors through self-regulation (Rothbart et al., 2000; Rothbart, Sheese, & Posner, 2007). Self-regulation involves voluntary control has been positively correlated to behavioral control of actions (Rothbart et al. 2000). Rothbart also demonstrated that temperament develops through emotions, or components of emotions, at different ages such that distress, avoidant movements, anger, and frustration can be seen as early as 2 to 3 months in infants (Rothbart, 2007; Rothbart et al., 2000; Sanson, Hemphill, & Smart, 2004).

As noted above, Rothbart’s CBQ was chosen for this study due to the reliability and validity of the CBQ compared to other measures of temperament, as well as a large body of research connecting the CBQ to behaviors including aggression. The current study focused on two subscales of temperament from the CBQ: shyness and inhibitory control. Shyness has been defined as slow, avoidant, or inhibited approaches to novel situations or uncertainty (Rothbart, Ahadi, & Hershey, 1994). Theall-Honey and Schmidt (2006) reported that girls demonstrate more shyness than boys. Although by this definition shyness is associated with inhibition, Reznick et al. (1986) have demonstrated that children who are behaviorally inhibited are not always classified as shy. Shyness is associated with other temperament dimensions such as low self-regulation, low positive affect, high negative emotionality, and high emotion reactivity (Eisenberg, Fabes, & Murphy, 1995).

Inhibitory control has been found to be correlated with aggression and is related to shyness on a definitional basis with inhibitory control initially being displayed like shyness. Inhibitory control has been defined by Rothbart (1994) as “the capacity to plan and suppress inappropriate approach responses under instructions or in novel or uncertain situations” (p. 29). Gender differences in inhibitory control have indicated moderate differences with girls
demonstrating more inhibitory control than boys (Else-Quest et al., 2006). On a definitional basis alone, suppressing inappropriate actions, gives the illusion of good regulatory skills that might help to reduce aggression. As will be discussed later, low levels of inhibitory control have been linked with higher aggression (Kochanska, 2000). The difference between shyness and inhibitory control is that inhibitory control is more of a temporary shyness to a novel situation, whereas shyness is general to all aspects of life, not just new situations.

**Temperament and Biology**

With the various interpretations of temperament, definitions vary, yet the aspects of temperament for which most researchers agree on are the biological relation of behavior to genetics, and the idea that temperament interacts with the environment throughout one’s life (Dadds & Salmon, 2003; Rothbart et al., 2007). Recent research has focused on the connection between temperament, aggression, and brain function (Dadds & Salmon, 2003; Dane & Marini, 2013; Dodge & Coie, 1987; Dodge et al., 1997; Hubbard, McAuliffe, Morrow, & Romano, 2010; Kochanska, Murray, & Harlan, 2000; Matthies et al. 2012; Poulin & Boivin, 2000; Tremblay et al., 2004). With growing knowledge of genetics and phenotypes, a new theory of temperament has emerged through behavioral genetic research (Comings et al., 2001). Theories that focus on the behavioral genetic study of temperament primarily have focused on one dimension of temperament and, through twin studies and isolating interested genes, researchers have been able to link certain aspects of temperament to regions of the brain. The brain areas that have received the most research attention are the nucleus accumbens and the hypothalamus (Rettew, 2013).

Additionally, Coplan and Armer (2007) reported that extremely shy children may have a lower threshold for arousal in the central nucleus of the amygdala. This arousal pattern might be explained by their shy nature influencing an “increased heart rate acceleration to mild stress,
higher early morning levels of salivary cortisol, and patterns of electroencephalogram (EEG) responses characterized by greater right frontal activation" (pp. 27). Schwartz et al. (2003) demonstrated that inhibited children had higher activation in both the left and right area of the amygdala during novel situations. Fox and Davidson (1988) also suggested that higher levels of brain activity on the left side is linked to undesirable effects such as fear and sadness and withdrawal tendencies, whereas right brain activity relates to positive emotions and one’s approachability. These examples of biologically based studies that link regions of the brain with temperament provide further insight into why children display behaviors differently. Although the current study will not address the biological basis of temperament, these studies inform behavioral research on temperament.

**Gender differences in temperament.** In the United States there are different gender norms and expectations for males and females, one would expect to find established gender differences in temperament due to environmental influences. Yet the current literature review found no gender differences in children have been found in past studies focusing on shyness. Doey et al. (2014) hypothesized that gender differences might be observed later in late childhood/early adolescence if social anxiety disorders develop. Consistent with this notion, adolescent girls are more socially anxious than males, and adult women are 1.5 to 2 times more likely than men to be diagnosed with social anxiety disorder (Doey et al., 2014; Kendall et al., 2006; Kessler et al., 2005).

Furthermore, there may be gender differences in the socially acceptable nature of shyness. For example, Coplan, Findlay, and Nelson (2004) found that 3- to 6-year-old girls’ shy and anxious behaviors were accepted and even rewarded by parents, whereas boys of the same age were more likely to receive more negative interactions to these behaviors. Societal
acceptance and praise of girls’ shy behaviors may reduce girls’ feelings of emotional distress since they are acting in a way that is deemed “more acceptable” in their environments. In contrast, boys may experience distress due to the disconnect between boys’ shy behaviors and societal expectations that boys should express more outspoken behaviors (Doey et al. 2014). Furthermore, gender difference in temperament have also been observed through inhibitory control. Kochanska et al. (1996) found gender differences in inhibitory control and impulsivity during toddlerhood. Girls outperformed boys on both tasks with girls rating higher on inhibitory control and lower on impulsivity than the boys. This finding provides further evidence of possible gender distinctions between temperaments.

**Aggression**

Aggression is an internal, stable, personality-like trait (Parke & Slaby, 1983). In preschoolers, it is displayed through a variety of behaviors including temper tantrums, bullying, teasing, name-calling, coercive acts, and domination (Dodge et al., 1997). Aggressive behavior patterns are consistent across settings and stable across time (Dadds & Salmon, 2003). Over half of all aggressive behavior is displayed by just 10% of boys (Dodge, Coie, Pettit, & Price, 1990; Olweus, 1981). Aggression has also shown to be related to antisocial behaviors and internalizing problems (Loeber & Dishion, 1983). With two forms of aggression (i.e., proactive and reactive aggression) being distinguished by variations in social behaviors such as how one perceives social cues (Crick & Dodge, 1996). This study looked specifically at 4-year-olds since 72% of all preschool aged children show some form of aggression and young children learn to inhibit physical aggression during the preschool years (Schwartz et al., 1998). This demonstrates a need for aggression interventions in the preschool setting since children receive the most behavior
interventions in preschool and receive more academic and less behavioral interventions the older, they get (McClowry et al., 2013).

As Dodge et al. (1997) noted, “Reactive aggression includes anger expressions, temper tantrums, and vengeful hostility, and proactive aggression includes bullying, domination, teasing, name-calling, and coercive acts” (pp. 38). Proactive aggression was defined as “aggression as a product of high self-efficacy for aggression, favorable outcomes from aggression, and valuing outcomes that are obtained through aggressive means” (Card & Little, 2006). This study focused on proactive and reactive aggression because 77% of children score either high or low for both types (Dodge & Coie, 1987).

Reactive aggression has been linked to the hostile attributional bias (Hubbard et al., 2010), which states that when exposed to a frustrating stimulus, individuals will interpret the stimulus as an aggressive cue and therefore respond aggressively (Dodge & Frame, 1982). The hostile attribution bias may explain the link between temperament and reactive aggression. A child who automatically reacts aggressively in a situation demonstrates impulsivity and low inhibitory control given they cannot calm themselves down and reason through the situation before reacting aggressively. Essentially, reactive aggression is present when someone interprets a stimulus as aggressive and therefore reacts aggressively towards that stimulus. A person’s primary goal in using reactive aggression is to react to the stimulus and “hurt the perpetrator of provocation or the threat” (Vitaro & Brendgen, 2005). Proactive aggression, on the other hand, is deliberate, aggressive behavior that comes from goal-directed behavior to use aggression to achieve a goal (Polman et al., 2007).

Additionally, reactive aggression is impulsive and immediate as compared to proactive aggression which can be planned out. Reactive aggression is seen as a poor adjustment to novel
stimuli and places, which heavily relates to dimensions of temperament such as low Effortful Control, Negative Affect, and low fearfulness (Dane & Marini, 2014; Hubbard et al., 2010; Tremblay et al., 2004). A critical distinction between reactive and proactive aggression is the age of onset. Dodge et al. (1997) followed kindergartners for four years and compared reactive and proactive aggression. Based on both teacher and peer reports, “general behavior problems of reactively aggressive children had an earlier age of onset than those for proactively aggressive children” (p 44). This distinction could have resulted in this study observing more reactively aggressive children since the current studies sample is younger than the elementary school sample included in the work by Dodge and colleagues.

Proactive aggression, on the other hand, is seen as an outcome of Bandura’s (1973) social learning model of aggression which suggests that aggression is acquired behavior that is governed by reinforcements. Positive outcomes that one receives from using aggression (e.g., stealing a toy by using aggression) further promotes self-efficacy for these aggressive behaviors (Polman, Castro, Koops, Boxtel, & Merk, 2007). Children who demonstrate proactive aggression have been shown to anticipate positive outcome expectancies of aggression (Hubbard et al., 2010). Additionally, proactive aggression is positively associated with antisocial behaviors, alcohol use, and indicators for psychopathic personalities among xxx aged individuals (Dodge et al., 1997; Raine et al., 2006). The major difference between reactive and proactive aggression is how they are internalized. For instance, reactive aggression relates to internalizing problems due to the struggle one faces internally when interpreting vague stimuli, they perceive as aggression. Proactive aggression, on the other hand, is displayed in a more external way demonstrated by the positive outcomes one expects to receive from acting aggressively. Along with social withdrawal, aggression is related to various poor developmental outcomes.
A meta-analysis conducted by Card and Little (2006) compared proactive and reactive aggression results from past studies with children aged 5-13, to test for associations with six indices of maladjustment (internalizing problems, emotional dysregulation and attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder symptoms, sociometric status, prosocial behaviors, peer victimization, and delinquent behaviors). They found that reactive aggression was independently related to all six indices of maladjustment with the strongest relation to internalizing behaviors. This is an important distinction because reactive aggression has been linked with emotional dysregulation and attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder which strongly relates to dimensions of temperament such as impulsivity and attentional problems (Card & Little, 2006).

Differences in social outcomes for reactively aggressive individuals tend to be more negative than for proactive individuals. The most descriptive of these differences is reactive aggressive individuals tend to experience peer rejection and victimization, whereas proactively aggressive individuals gain popularity from their use of aggression in specific school settings (Chang et al., 2005; Dodge & Coie, 1987; Hubbard et al., 2010; Poulin & Boivin, 2005). These differences are visible at different developmental levels, with Dodge and Coie’s (1987) study finding that in a sample of third through sixth grade children, proactively aggressive boys are seen as leaders, and Chang et al.’s (2005) study finding the same effect but in a sample of adolescents. Furthermore, reactive and proactive aggression can easily be distinguished by their use of verbal aggression (Chang et al., 2005), since reactive aggression has been associated with only physical aggression and proactive aggression relies on more verbal forms of aggression to gain rewards (Poulin & Boivin, 2000). Furthermore, reactive aggression was related to significantly worse social preference and children who demonstrated high reactive aggression were 3.5 to 4 times more likely to be rejected than proactive peers (Dodge et al., 1997). These
links from proactive and reactive aggression to maladjustment suggest that mitigating these adverse effects early on could later protect children with specific temperaments from the harmful future associations with peer rejection and victimization.

**Aggression and Biology**

The amygdala has been strongly linked to aggression, motor activity, reactivity, and inhibitory control, with low amygdala activity specifically being associated with high levels of inhibitory control (Dadds & Salmon, 2003; Kagan, 1998; Kagan & Snidman, 1999; Matthies et al., 2012; Schwartz et al. 2003). Matthies et al. (2012) found that women with higher scores on the Life History of Aggression Assessment had 16-18% smaller amygdala volumes.

Additionally, Lesch and Merschendorf (2000) found that 5HT system (which diffuses serotonin) was a modulator for social behaviors such as impulsivity in the form of aggression and anxiety. Furthermore, individuals who carry the short allele of the serotonin transporter 5HTT, displayed higher reactivity and inhibitory control. They also found that a higher frequency of the HTR1B-861C allele is associated with antisocial behavior and aggression as well as high-aggressive individuals demonstrating higher 5HT1A mRNA in the hippocampus. The work done by Lesch and Merschendorf (2000) as well as Matthies et al. (2012) provides a map of the focal brain regions involved in aggression but also strongly connects these specific brain areas with social behavior.

**Gender differences in aggression.** Child gender has been linked to many notable differences in the display of aggression (Lesch & Merschdorf, 2000; Thomas et al., 2011; Tremblay et al., 2004). Thomas et al. (2011) found gender differences in aggression expression specifically in an elementary classroom setting such that boys displayed higher rates of all aggression than girls. Furthermore, boys have been characterized as demonstrating more physical
aggression as compared to girls (Moffitt, Caspi, Rutter, & Silva, 2002; Tremblay et al., 2004). Crick and Grotpeter (1995) established that elementary-school aged girls are more likely to display relational aggression (i.e., causing harm to someone’s relationships or social status). Interestingly, Connor et al. (2003) found that there are no gender differences between proactive and reactive aggression in children and adolescents. Their study included 323 five- to eighteen-year-olds. Reactive and proactive aggression were assessed using the Reactive Proactive Aggression Questionnaire which will also be used in this study. There was no significant difference between boys and girls for either type of aggression, yet 79% of their sample size identified as male, so further research may be needed.

In contrast, Hay et al. (2011) found that girls demonstrate more reactive aggression than boys. Four waves of participants at different ages participated in the study. The first sample was comprised of 60 infants at 11 months. The second sample consisted of 48 children with a mean age of 11.9 months. The last two samples were made up of toddlers with 54 toddlers starting at 18 months of age in the third sample, and 60 children with a mean age of 28 months in the fourth sample. They found that in infancy, girls initially used bodily force (defined as reactive aggression) more than boys in response to peers whereas the toddler age group boys were significantly more likely to use bodily force in reaction to peers than girls were. Additionally, they found that boys and girls use verbal skills in conflict and do not always react physically. Findings from these two studies are contradictory and call for further investigation into possible gender differences in reactive and proactive aggression.

**Temperament and Aggression**

Though most temperament psychologists discourage labeling certain children as having "difficult" temperaments, research focused on aggression has shown some connection to
temperament through impulsivity, hyperactivity, lack of empathy, and fearlessness (Brendgen, Vitaro, Tremblay, Lavoie, 2001; Dane & Marini, 2014; Dodge, Lochman, Harnish, Bates, & Pettit, 1997; Goldsmith et al., 1987; Tremblay et al., 2004). The higher order temperament construct that includes inhibitory control—have been related to aggression numerous times (Dadds & Salmon, 2003; Kochanska, 2000; Rothbart et al., 1994, 2000). Rothbart et al. (2000) found an association between deficits in Effortful Control and aggressive behaviors in 4 and 5-year-old children. Similarly, Kochanska (2000) demonstrated that Effortful Control predicted children’s emotion regulation. Furthermore, Murray and Kochanska (2002) found that lower levels of Effortful Control were associated with externalizing behaviors such as physical aggression. These findings further cement the idea that Effortful Control is the primary strategy used to regulate inappropriate aggressive responses.

In addition to Effortful Control, temperament dimensions such as high negative emotionality, high impulsivity, and low inhibitory control also have been related to aggression. Higher levels of impulsivity have been related to higher levels of physical aggression among college students (Hatfield & Dula, 2014). Links between temperament and aggression have also been found with regard to overlapping areas of brain activation. Specifically, the amygdala has been associated with shyness and inhibitory control as well as aggression. Inhibitory control in novel situations is associated with higher activation of the amygdala and the volume and size of the amygdala have been associated with aggression (Coplan & Armer, 2007; Schwartz et al. 2003). For example, Matthies et al. (2012) found that smaller amygdalae were associated with higher aggression.

Kimonis et al. (2006) examined the relation between antisocial and aggressive behaviors in young children and found a connection between low activation in the amygdala, and
associated with high inhibitory control, and proactive aggression (Lozier et al., 2014). Yet a study conducted by Lozier at al.’s (2014) found that adolescents with high proactive aggression showed lower amygdala blood oxygenation response to the faces of distress (a demonstration of low inhibitory control in this study), providing evidence that proactive aggression is related to empathy deficits (Blair, 2005) as well as reduced activation in the amygdala, which is indicative of high inhibitory control and is opposite of past findings connecting low inhibitory control with high amygdala activation.

**Current Study**

The transition from preschool to elementary school involves many developmental changes and adjustments for children. Many children enroll in elementary school as early as 5 years old and must learn how to acclimate their behavior to the structure of all-day instruction. Thus, interventions should focus on targeting children at 4 years old to better help them transition successfully to elementary school. Although past research has demonstrated a relation between temperament traits and aggression, no studies have examined links between shyness and inhibitory control in relation to aggression, especially reactive and proactive aggression. In the current study, shyness and inhibitory control were measured using the CBQ completed by parents of 4-year-old children. Additionally, reactive and proactive aggression were measured using parent reports on the Reactive-Proactive Aggression Questionnaire (RPQ).

The main goal of this study was to find differential predictive relations for shyness, inhibitory control, and gender with reactive and proactive aggression among young children. The first model focused on the following research question: Do the temperament elements of low inhibitory control and high shyness predict reactive aggression? I predicted that children who scored higher on the shyness subscale would score higher in reactive aggression because reactive
aggression is automatically responding in an aggressive manner to a perceived threat (Vitaro & Brendgen, 2005). Additionally, since inhibitory control has been related to aggression as a part of Effortful Control in prior studies, I predicted the current study would find a similar connection between low inhibitory control and high reactive aggression (Matthies et al., 2012; Putnam & Rothbart, 2006; Rimm-Kaufman & Kagan, 2007). Finally, I predicted that gender would predict reactive aggression, with boys displaying higher rates of reactive aggression. Since boys display more physical aggression than girls, and reactive aggression is more physical, I predicted there would be a gender difference for reactive aggression (Moffitt, Caspi, Rutter, & Silva, 2002; Tremblay et al., 2004). To provide more information on gender and inhibitory control, I examined the interaction between gender and inhibitory control since prior research has found moderate gender effects favoring girls (Else-Quest, 2006). The interaction between gender and shyness was also examined since prior research reported that girls demonstrated shyness more than boys (Theall-Honey & Schmidt, 2006). Though past research has demonstrated that girls are more likely to display shyness or inhibitory control, the present study aimed to provide more distinct information as to how gender might affect how one might use aggression, especially since gender differences for proactively aggressive boys reveals higher social status.

The second model focused on proactive aggression specifically: Do the temperament dimensions of inhibitory control and shyness predict proactive aggression? Though past behavioral literature has connected Effortful Control with aggression, most of the studies finding this connection have defined aggression as “physical aggression” (Kochanska, 2002). Therefore, I predicted that inhibitory control would not be predictive of proactive aggression. Furthermore, shyness has not been found to connect to aspects of proactive aggression through the literature review, so I did not predict shyness to connect to proactive aggression. Additionally, the
literature review on gender predicting aggression has been mixed. Girls have been found to use more verbal skills when in conflict, so they may be less likely to automatically act aggressively (Crick & Grotpeter, 1995). Due to these mixed findings, it was unclear whether gender was predictive of proactive aggression and remained an exploratory question. Interactions of gender with inhibitory control and shyness were tested on an exploratory basis.
CHAPTER II: METHOD

Participants

I recruited 124 parents of 4-year-old children ($M=4.4$ years, $SD=3.22$ months). An *a priori* calculation of power using G prime indicated that 120 participants would be needed to test the main aspects of my hypotheses. Parent reports indicated that 47% of the children identified as male and 53% identified as female. Parents/guardians provided consent for their participation by completing the measures. Once participants completed the survey, they were given the option to submit their contact information on another page to be entered into a drawing for 1 of 5 $10 Amazon gift cards.

Measures

Parents completed a demographic form where they answered questions about their child’s gender identity, race and ethnicity, state of residence, parental education, and type of childcare (i.e., morning day-care, afternoon-daycare, babysitter/nanny, parent or family, full time preschool). Descriptive information for the child’s childcare arrangements and parental education levels are displayed below in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively. From the information collected, 79.03% of the children were identified as White, 8.06% identified as Asian, 6.45% identified as Other, 4.84% as Black or African American, .81% identified as American Indian or Alaska Native, and .81% did not report.
Table 1

*Frequency Distribution for Child Care Contexts*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Child Care Center</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>23.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Care</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-school/Kindergarten prep</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>37.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before/After School Care</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanny/Babysitter</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occasional, Flexible, or Casual Care</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>23.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unreported</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.81%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. N=124*

Table 2

*Frequency Distribution for Parental Education*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than high school</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school graduate</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-year degree</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-year degree</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>41.93%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Table Continues)
Table 2, Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Professional degree</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>25.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctorate</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10.48%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. N = 124*

**Temperament**

Parents completed the Shyness and Inhibitory Control subscales of the Short Version of the Children’s Behavior Questionnaire (Rothbart et al., 2001). In general, the CBQ is used for assessing temperament among children between the ages of 3 and 8 years and has 15 subscales. The CBQ has demonstrated adequate internal consistency and is highly reliable even across cultures (Rothbart et al., 2001). For instance, Cronbach’s alpha for the short version of the shyness subscale is .85 and .72 for the inhibitory control subscale (Rothbart, Ahadi, Hershey, & Fisher, 2001). Parents read items and rated their children’s reactions within the past six months on a Likert Scale ranging from 1 to 7: extremely untrue of your child (1), quite untrue of your child (2), slightly untrue (3), neither true nor false (4), slightly true (5), quite true (6), extremely untrue of your child (7). Parents had the option to mark “not applicable” if they have not observed their child in the situation described. Subscale scores for the short form represent the mean score of all subscale items and are computed by reverse coding one item from each subscale and then summing all numerical responsive and diving by total number of items for which a numerical rating was provided to determine the subscale score.

**Shyness** was measured using the Shyness subscale. This scale included 6 items such as “Is sometimes shy even around people s/he has known a long time”. The Cronbach’s alpha for my sample was .825, representing adequate internal consistency.
Inhibitory Control was measured using the Inhibitory Control subscale. The 6 questions include items such as “Can wait before entering into new activities if s/he is asked to” and “Can easily stop an activity when s/he is told ‘no’”. The Cronbach’s alpha for my sample was .729, representing adequate internal consistency.

Aggression

Parents also completed 19-items out of 23-items on the Reactive-Proactive Aggression Questionnaire (RPQ) that yields reactive and proactive subscales (Dodge & Coie, 1987). Of the 23 original statements, four were removed since they did not reflect our age group well: “had a gang fight to be cool”, “vandalized something for fun”, “made obscene phone calls for fun”, and “carried a weapon to use in a fight”, leaving eleven reactive statements, such as “my child reacts angrily when provoked by others”, and eight proactive statements, such as “my child often takes things from others”.

Parents indicated how often their child exhibited the behaviors described by the items by marking 0 (never) 1(sometimes) or 2 (often). In the original study, Cronbach’s alpha for the reactive scale was 0.84, with the proactive aggression scale equaling 0.86, and total aggression demonstrating 0.90 (Dodge & Coie, 1987). The RPQ has been found to be reliable and valid for assessing aggression (Raine et al., 2006). Scores are expressed on a continuum for each subscale and overall. Answers for proactive aggression (Items 2, 4, 10, 12, 15, 17, 20, 23) and reactive aggression (Items 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14, 16, 19, 22) were added together to form a summed score of proactive and reactive subscales. The Cronbach alpha for reactive aggression for my sample was .844, with proactive equaling .713, demonstrating adequate internal consistency. The lower Cronbach alpha for proactive aggression may reflect the smaller number of items after the removal of the questions described above.
Procedure

After IRB approval (IRB-2019-342) and site permissions were obtained, parents were invited to participate. Participants were given the option to participate online or via a paper copy of the survey. The vast majority of our participants (96%) responded via paper copy. Participants were invited to participate in the study in a variety of ways, including Facebook postings, parent email lists, posters and flyers at family-friendly locations (e.g., local libraries and museums, places where families gather), and through local parent-babysitter groups, park and recreation programs, gyms, aquatic centers, and childcare centers. Locations of participants was limited to the United States. Materials were provided online via Qualtrics, or paper version of the packet were created with an envelope for easy returns.
CHAPTER III: RESULTS

The current study utilized OLS multiple regression to examine the predictive relationship of shyness, inhibitory control, gender, the interaction between gender and shyness, and the interaction between gender and inhibitory control to predict reactive aggression and proactive aggression. The analyses involving the interactions were exploratory in nature. Table 3 below depicts the descriptive statistics for the variables of interest. The table shows that overall, reactive aggression scores were higher ($M = 8.81, SD = 3.95$) than proactive aggression scores ($M = 2.66, SD = 2.13$). Table 4 below depicts a correlation matrix for the variables of interest. The table demonstrates a significant negative correlation between inhibitory control and proactive aggression, $r (122) = -.45, p < .001$, demonstrating that proactive aggression declines as inhibitory control increases, or vice versa. Additionally, reactive aggression was significantly correlated with inhibitory control and proactive aggression. Once again, inhibitory control was negatively correlated with reactive aggression, $r (122) = -.55, p < .01$, demonstrating that reactive aggression declines as inhibitory control increases. Reactive and proactive aggression were significantly positively correlated, $r (122) = .61, p < .01$. Shyness and Inhibitory Control were not correlated possibly due to a difference in classification of Rothbart’s higher orders of temperament. Overall, the current study found that inhibitory control was related to both reactive and proactive aggression in a younger sample than prior studies.
Table 3

**Descriptive Statistics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Inhibitory Control</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>5.01</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Shyness</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Child Age</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>3.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Reactive Aggression</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>8.81</td>
<td>3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Proactive Aggression</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>2.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Total Aggression</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>27.00</td>
<td>11.48</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note n=124

Table 4

**Bivariate Correlations of Inhibitory Control, Shyness, Gender, Proactive Aggression, and Reactive Aggression**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Inhibitory Control</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Shyness</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Gender</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Proactive</td>
<td>-.41**</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Reactive</td>
<td>-.55**</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>-.11</td>
<td>.61**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. **p < .01, n = 124**
Hypothesis Testing

The first research question focused on the extent to which shyness and inhibitory control (temperament factors) and gender predict reactive aggression. This was tested using a regression model with inhibitory control, shyness, gender, the interaction between gender and inhibitory control, and the interaction between gender and shyness predicting reactive aggression. The multiple regression model for reactive aggression with all five predictors explained a significant amount of variance, $R^2 = .310, p < .001$. The results are depicted below in Figure 2 and Table 5, showing that inhibitory control scores significantly predicted reactive aggression, such that lower inhibitory control was associated with higher reactive aggression. These findings provide support for my hypothesis that low inhibitory control would predict reactive aggression.

Figure 2

*Multiple OLS Regression Analysis for Reactive Aggression*

![Diagram showing regression analysis for reactive aggression]

*Note.*** $p < .001$, standardized regression coefficient = $\beta$*
Table 5

**Multiple Regression Analysis for Reactive Aggression (N=124)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>β</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Inhibitory Control Scores</td>
<td>-2.249</td>
<td>.404</td>
<td>-.576***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Shyness Scores</td>
<td>.353</td>
<td>.334</td>
<td>.119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Gender (male = 1)</td>
<td>-.465</td>
<td>3.513</td>
<td>-.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Gender X Inhibitory Control</td>
<td>.305</td>
<td>.621</td>
<td>.224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Gender X Shyness</td>
<td>-.403</td>
<td>.396</td>
<td>-.237</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.*** p < .001, $R^2$.=.310*

The second research question focused on the extent to which inhibitory control, shyness, and gender predict proactive aggression. This was tested using a regression model with inhibitory control, shyness, gender, the interaction between gender and inhibitory control, and the interaction between gender and shyness as predictors. The multiple regression model for proactive aggression with all five predictors explained a significant amount of variance, $R^2 = .229$, $p < .001$. The results are depicted below in Figure 3 and Table 6, showing that inhibitory control scores significantly predicted proactive aggression, such that lower inhibitory control was associated with higher proactive aggression.
Multiple OLS Regression Analysis for Proactive Aggression

Note. *** $p < .001$, standardized regression coefficient $= \beta$

Table 6

Multiple Regression Analysis for Proactive Aggression (N=124)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Inhibitory Control Scores</td>
<td>-.949</td>
<td>.232</td>
<td>-.447***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Shyness Scores</td>
<td>-.018</td>
<td>.192</td>
<td>-.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Gender (male =1)</td>
<td>.883</td>
<td>2.019</td>
<td>.225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Gender X Inhibitory Control</td>
<td>-.164</td>
<td>.357</td>
<td>-.222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Gender X Shyness</td>
<td>.032</td>
<td>.227</td>
<td>.034</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. *** $p < .001$, $R^2 = .229$
CHAPTER IV: DISCUSSION

This study’s findings demonstrate the extent to which inhibitory control and shyness, two elements of temperament, predict two forms of aggression: reactive and proactive. Although no significant results were found between shyness and aggression, inhibitory control negatively predicted both reactive and proactive aggression in this study. These findings provide crucial insight regarding the relation between inhibitory control and aggression, as well as having implications for families and childcare centers.

My findings clearly indicate that inhibitory control is related to aggression such that lower inhibitory control scores predict higher levels of reactive and proactive aggression among 4-year-old children. The current study was composed of a fair number of aggressive children (58.06% scored high in total aggression) with the majority of children scoring higher in reactive aggression than proactive aggression. Additionally, children in the current study were reported low in inhibitory control (54.84%) more than they were high in shyness (30.65%). In temperament, the self-regulatory aspect (including inhibitory control) has been shown to be a strong link to many facets of socialization. For example, Effortful Control, which regulates behaviors through self-regulation and includes the dimension of inhibitory control in Rothbart’s model, has been linked to lower levels of aggression (Rothbart et al., 2000; Rothbart, Sheese, & Posner, 2007). Additionally, inhibitory control, unlike shyness, has already been linked to aggression via clinical assessments (Driscoll, Zinkivskay, Evans, & Campbell, 2010; Kimonis et al. 2006). My results expand these findings by showing that inhibitory control is related to both reactive and proactive aggression. Even though prior studies have revealed mixed results with regard to the relationship between reactive and proactive aggression, the relationship between low inhibitory control and reactive and proactive aggression could be due to the high correlation.
between the two types of aggression or the fact that the current study utilized questionnaires instead of clinical assessments of aggression and temperament. Key aspects associated with inhibitory control that might explain the relationship between inhibitory control and aggression are executive function and emotion regulation in preschool children (Carlson & Wang, 2007; Raaijmakers et al., 2008). Both executive function and emotion regulation involve self-regulation to process emotions, thoughts, and actions (Séguin & Zelazo, 2005). Children with deficits in executive function show an increase in impulsivity and a loss of self-control (Driscoll et al., 2010; Raaijmakers et al., 2008). Moreover, children who can effectively use attention to regulate behavior are better able to inhibit aggressive responses. These findings support the idea that inhibitory control is involved in behaviors, including modulating potentially aggressive responses.

During the preschool years, inhibitory control is still developing, as it is only initially presented at the end of the first year of life (Rothbart, Ahadi, & Evans, 2000). This means, at 4 years, the children described by our sample had not had long to practice and refine their inhibitory control skills. As such, it is not uncommon for young children to display relatively high levels of aggression due to the underdevelopment of their inhibitory control. Tremblay et al. (2004) reported a majority of children at 17 months of age demonstrate physical aggression towards siblings, peers, and adults. Without proper self-regulation practice, a child might be more inclined to give into an aggressive act. This could account for why 72% of children at 3.5 years show some form of aggression (Tremblay et al., 2004).

At 4 years, many children (in the United States context) are preparing for the transition from preschool into elementary school. In our sample, 60.2% of the children were in preschool or some form of childcare kindergarten preparation program. The other 40% of the children in
our sample reported being in family or nanny/babysitters care. As described above, 72% of all preschool-aged children demonstrate some form of aggression, and at the preschool level, teachers may spend more time addressing these problem behaviors (Tremblay et al., 2004). This demonstrates how critical behavioral interventions are before children enter elementary school. The transition to elementary school poses new challenges where children must become accustomed to new students, teachers, rules, and even a new school. Children with low inhibitory control might have an increasingly hard time with this transition.

A critical distinction between reactive and proactive aggression is the age of onset. Dodge et al. (1997) followed kindergartners for four years and compared reactive and proactive aggression. Based on both teacher and peer reports, “general behavior problems of reactively aggressive children had an earlier age of onset than those for proactively aggressive children” (p. 44). From this study, I expected to find more reactively aggressive children in our sample since they were younger than kindergarten. Interestingly, the current study found both reactive and proactive aggression in a younger sample. This distinction could come from a difference in RPQ versions (3 items vs. 19 items) or from other aspects of the self-report design.

Furthermore, many past studies have noted gender differences in aggression (Driscoll et al., 2010; Kimonis et al., 2006; Lozier at al., 2014; Tremblay et al., 2004). Yet, the current study did not find any significant gender differences in aggression. As stated earlier, inhibitory control only begins to emerge at the end of the first year of life. With our sample having little practice with inhibitory control, and 54.84% of our sample displaying low inhibitory control, it could be hypothesized that this age of decreased inhibitory control could result in, overall, more reporting of aggression. Since these children are still learning how to use inhibitory control, this age period may signify a time of relatively high aggression as children learn how to inhibit thoughts,
emotions and actions. This could explain why our study did not find any gender differences, as they might not have a fully developed sense of inhibitory control in order to find significant differences.

As demonstrated by the present data, children with low inhibitory control are significantly more likely to display reactive and proactive aggression. A child that simply becomes overwhelmed from the new transition might not have the skills needed to reduce their aggression when encountering this new situation. Teachers and children alike can benefit from increased self-regulation interventions at 4-years-old or before the transition to elementary school in order to cope better with the new school, drawing on inhibitory control to help reduce aggression that might follow.

The present findings can provide teachers and parents alike with a better understanding as to how new situations can impact inhibitory control, which can lead to increases in aggression. Teachers and caregivers can use knowledge about children’s temperament to help their child learn how best to control their aggression and express themselves in more appropriate ways. A reported component of inhibitory control, self-control, has been linked to better regulation practices by reducing aggression (Denson, DeWall, & Finkel, 2012). Thus, the data collected here suggests control comes from better, or higher inhibitory control. Interventions focused on increasing self-control and regulation can in turn increase inhibitory control which could help to lower aggression. This could be demonstrated by teacher’s increasing self-control skills such as providing calming techniques for aggression or by practicing inhibitory control by providing techniques for young children to use when trying not to do something they should not be doing. The increase in practice of self-control and self-regulation can help preschoolers identify strategies and tools to use instead of aggression that could eventually translate to other skills.
such as academic success (Jaekel, Eryigit-Madzwamuse, & Wolke, 2016). This could be crucial for the transition to elementary school.

For the 40% that reported providing their child with family care or a babysitter/nanny, caregivers might be able to increase inhibitory control at home by practicing schedules that strategically ask children to complete tasks they do not like before completing a task they do like. Or, in these settings, children could be presented with self-control strategies and given repeated situations to practice those skills to increase overall inhibitory control. Programs such as Second Step provide curriculum for parents and teachers to increase social-emotional learning that could help children develop better self-control or self-regulation practices (Frey, Hirschstein, & Guzzo, 2000). For example, Second Step introduces lessons and activities to help children understand what a normative display of aggression looks like and how to use skills to reduce aggressive outbursts. The more options children have for inhibiting aggression, the more likely they may use a strategy to avoid aggressive acts. By introducing self-regulation and self-control skills to bolster inhibitory control, children entering elementary school can make the transition with greater ease and focus on developing social-emotional and academic skills.

Although this study looked at 4-year-olds, our findings beg the question: Could age influence the relationship between low inhibitory control and high rates of aggression? Future directions for this study could look at areas of transitions, such as the change many students face from one class-a-day elementary school to seven-classes-a-day middle school. Furthermore, there are many age-related transitions that would be interesting to look at to see if the relationship between inhibitory control and aggression are influenced by age.

Moreover, as stated earlier, inhibitory control is only newly formed in 4-year-old children. Though we did find a high amount of low inhibitory control, it is expected that as
children get older and are exposed to more situations and people where they have to practice inhibitory control that the number of children reporting low inhibitory control will reduce. Furthermore, I expect the relationship between inhibitory control and aggression to only further be pronounced with a few more years of development. This could become further important when looking at older children and adolescents and aggression. If children are not given proper practice for regulation and inhibitory control, the pull towards aggression might be more pronounced, and every choice to use aggression over another strategy could further push a child towards adapting a low inhibitory control mindset.

With prior studies only finding reactive aggression in kindergarten like Dodge et al.’s (1997) study looking at kindergartener’s reactive and proactive aggression, a need for clarity comes. Was the significance revealed in the present study finding reactive and proactive regression in a 4-year-old sample purely from a difference in questionnaire or could the transition to kindergarten influence the amount of reactive and proactive aggression noted? In addition, it has been stated frequently here that gender differences in reactive and proactive aggression are mainly seen in adolescence since no significant differences were found here but were significant in Lozier et al.’s (2014) study with adolescent participants.

Additionally, the temperament dimension of high shyness and the interaction between gender and shyness and gender and inhibitory control did not yield any significant results. Future studies should look at gender interactions and temperamental shyness more in order to better understand the relationship between gender and temperament and its effect on aggression. Our finding that shyness was not a significant predictor of either reactive or proactive aggression was an interesting discovery considering many of the past studies sited here demonstrate a possible connection (Chang et al., 2005; Crozier & Hostettler, 2003; Evans, 1987). For the most part,
studies that try to connect shyness and aggression using temperament solely focus on other forms of aggression such as physical aggression (Brendgen et al., 2001; Dane & Marini, 2014). Little of the research connecting shyness with aggression has focused specifically on reactive and proactive aggression. Furthermore, many aggression studies use clinical methods and samples for assessing aggression (Card & Little, 2006), which could in turn cloud results linking shyness with aggression in community samples.

Possible limitations for this study could be that parent gender was not included on our demographics list. Olino et al. (2013) found that fathers reported boys demonstrated more sociability than girls. This finding could have serious implications for the level of shyness reported in boys versus girls in the current study. Furthermore, if parents are unconsciously reporting socialization differences between genders, then the same might be happening when reporting child’s aggression. Additionally, when reporting on the CBQ, gender differences in the reports on extraversion and neuroticism are seen for female reporters across 37 nations (Lynn & Martin, 1997). Yet Costa, Terracciano and McCrae (2001) reported that gender differences in reporting temperament are relatively small within genders and across nations. Understanding the difference in maternal versus paternal reporting could help even more when looking at the relationship between gender, temperament, and aggression.

Furthermore, the present study was majority White with 80% identifying with this racial group. Some studies have noted differences in race and ethnicity as accounting for variance in aggression and social acceptance in a longitudinal sample of 11-year-old boys (Lochman & Wayland, 1994). Yet other studies have found few racial differences. For instance, Sagar and Schofield’s (1980) study found evidence that White 6th grade children were more likely than Black students in the same grade to read threats as “ambiguously aggressive behavior” but only
when they believed the perpetrator of aggression to be stronger than the recipient. Racial
differences in personality and behavior have been noted as early as lower elementary school
(Gillum, Gomez-Marin, Prineas, 1984).

In conclusion, the current findings provide an analysis of two specific dimensions of
temperament and two subtypes of aggression during the preschool years. The key finding in this
study was that low inhibitory control is related to reactive and proactive aggression at 4 years of
age. A child with low inhibitory control may have a harder time inhibiting aggressive acts
associated with reactive and proactive aggression. Specifically, for reactive aggression, a child
with low inhibitory control is less likely to inhibit aggressive responses or approaches, which
could possibly make them adapt a hostile attribution bias leading to increased reactive
aggression. Or, for proactive aggression, a child with low inhibition might be unable to suppress
their need for stealing other children’s toys when they really want to play with them. A child
demonstrating low inhibitory control here exhibits low self-control by giving into their needs and
using aggression to do so. By increasing behavioral interventions that focus on the establishment
and growth of self-control and self-regulation at 4-years-old, children may be better prepared to
handle everyday interactions and the transition to elementary school.
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